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5 GREAT
MEAL
MANAGEMENT
TRICKS
Your Schedule Will Thank You

REPURPOSING
INGREDIENTS

THE OBVIOUS
Recipes For The Whole
Family
Find some recipes that fit your nutritional
goals and are also able to
be enjoyed by the whole family! This is
the simplest way to prepare food
for the family but I know from experience
that there are often only a
few meals that fall into this category.

Using A Part Of The Family
Meal in Yours
Take elements from meals that your
family loves that you can use in your
nutritional program. You
can pull elements out for your meal at
the midpoint of cooking theirs.
For example, if I am creating a pasta dish
for my crew I may cook meat
and pull out the portion I want to use for
my meal before I add
in the sauce and pasta for their meal. I
then add elements to my meat portion to
create something I can eat.

GET CREATIVE

PLAN AHEAD

Cook Extra To Use Later

Meal Planning For The
Week

Often when I am cooking elements like
baked potatoes or roasted
vegetables for the family and I know that
they are things that I can easily use
to create meals for myself I will cook
extra to have on hand to easily
add to meat elements later in the week.
Having basic meal elements already
cooked on hand helps me create
effectively and spontaneously!

If you are one of those people who
struggles to think on the fly or you
are too tired when dinner rolls around to
be very creative, then you
may benefit from meal planning the week
ahead. Finding ways to repurpose
some of the same ingredients into a few
of the meals will help you save
time so try to plan that in as well.

MULTITASKING
Creating Multiple Meals at Once
Create multiple meals from only a couple of times cooking in the
kitchen. If you are already in the kitchen cooking try to utilize your
time there to create as many meal elements as possible in that time
frame to save you time cooking later in the week. If you are cooking
pasta for that night’s meal and you know in two days you will need pasta
to add into a salad you are preparing you can cook it all at once and
save out what you need in the fridge for later in the week. If you are
baking potatoes for dinner and you know you want potatoes in your
breakfast burritos the next day just cook all of them that you need at
once and prep what you can while you are already working in the kitchen.
This also saves time cleaning later as it cuts down on the amount of
time you are in the kitchen making a mess.
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